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TwoÃ‚Â lifelike paper dolls and 30 haute couture outfits by Chanel, Paquin, Jacques Heim,

Mainbocher, Pauline Trigere, Givenchy, Cardin, Norell, other greats.Ã‚Â Publisher's Note. Captions.
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One of the leading authorities on fashion history, Tom Tierney created over 150 paper doll books for

Dover Publications. With subjects ranging from U.S. Presidents to popular movie stars, Mr.

Tierney's books are famous for being carefully researched and meticulously rendered. His releases

are prized by fashion professionals, collectors, and paper doll lovers all over the world.

These are wonderful paper dolls. Ordered them for five-year-old granddaughter, but she will

definitely need help cutting them out, if she chooses to cut them. They are so beautiful, it seems

shame to cut them! Would recommend them to anyone looking for historical fashion paper dolls. If

you're looking for paper dolls for kids to cut out and play with, one probably should choose other

options.

Was the perfect Christmas gift for an relative with moderate dementia. She remembers her former



interest in paper dolls. One she had into adulthood. And she was very delighted with these.

I have loved the Tom Tierney books for some time. When I am directing a new play I use his books

as reference materials quite often because the images are so easy to see, and really help me to find

the right language when I start working with the costumer. This particular book, with its wider range

of featured designers and very different looks, is especially nice. The only con, and it is a small one,

is that the paper doll forms seem to be somewhat smaller than the forms in some of his other books.

Still, an overall wonderful book!

My granddaughter and I took a trip to see a friend who still had her paper dolls from years ago. My

granddaughter loved them and asked if paper dolls were still being made. So I did a little check on 

and fulfilled her wish. The only thing that surprised me was that I still had to cut out all those

costumes. by now I would have thought they would have been perforated.

Not quite what I expected but nice

great

The paper binding gave me some issues, but overall the quality was great when I need to to cut

items out.

I purchased this for a school fundraiser where the theme was the 50s. Unfortunately, the paper dolls

are wearing a little risque lingerie and I could not donate it. It is not at all indecent, it is just that one

of the dolls has on stockings with garters and the age group of the children is very young. The

costumes are gorgeous.One thing I would also like to note is that these would have to be cut out

with scissors very carefully. These are not able to be punched out like most paper dolls.I think this is

more an art book than a functional paper dolls book.
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